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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like blizzards!

This is probably going to sound odd, asking
an advice Bull, but here goes. As of late I have
found that I have been getting way too much
advice from everybody. People are stopping
me in the grocery line to give me advice on
healthy eating habits even though I am eating fairly healthy, I am getting advice from
complete strangers on dating, on advice for
handling my teachers, and so on! It’s starting to
drive me crazy! What can I do to keep people
from giving me so much advice all the time? - No Offense
Dear No Offense,
Don’t worry, no offense taken! I am far too busy being awesome to worry
about someone complaining about advice-receiving. My first suggestion in
avoiding unwarranted advice is to act like you are possibly clinically insane.
Facial twitches, mumbling to yourself about men in white coats, suddenly
turning and GLARING at random passers-by, and streaking naked through
the nearest department store will give pause to even the most experienced
random advice giver. Granted, this may also cause it to be a lot harder to
get any sort of social contact whatsoever, and may end up with you in
a padded cell if you take it too far, but in small controlled bursts it really
works! Plus, depending on your major, being a little crazy and anti-social
may help convince colleagues that you’re far smarter than you actually may
be; thus you get the dual satisfaction of having lots of respect for your
ridiculous mannerisms, and not having to listen to their pathetic advice
on how to best approach a quantum physics problem! Learning when to
unleash the crazy is a skill that can be truly epic when you can time it right,
and nobody dares give advice to an epic person who already knows it
all. Trust me – I should know.

News flash:
All-nighters are for the young.

Students Begin Panicking as White Stuff
Begins To Fall
by Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Earlier this week the Michigan Tech campus and surrounding towns
of Houghton and Hancock began experience a strange accumulation
of white powder that fell from the sky. Students and locals began to
panic as there was no precedent of this ever happening in the history
of the Keweenaw.
Scientists from across the country have been called to analyze this
strange stuff falling from the sky. It is now known that the white powder accumulates on the ground and reduces the coefficient of friction
between anything and the ground significantly, making it incredibly
hazardous to drive or walk outside where the white stuff has fallen.
Local authorities are currently testing ways to reduce the effect of the
substance. So far it has been found that a when mixed with salt, a
reaction occurs turning the unknown white substance into a mixture
of salt and water. The substance also appears to be associated with
...see COCAINE FROM ABOVE on back

Prophecies of Leaderless Chaos
by The Hobosapien Chief ~ Daily Bull

One of the newer Tech student
organizations, Psychic Students
Youthenizing Children Hopelessly
(PSYCH), has recently made a
disturbing prediction as to the future of the school and eventually,
the world. In their latest vision,
they witnessed President Glenn
Mroz quitting mid-year in order
to fulfill his long-time dream of
being a professional pancake
enthusiast (estimated 2014). This
abrupt void at the top of Michigan Tech’s chain of command is
said to create a vacuum that results in a massive power struggle
amongst the board of control. In
the ensuing madness, administrators on down to professors and
faculty lose direction in daily affairs. One confused professor in
particular winds up mixing literary
criticism, some unstable chemicals, twelve groves of mistletoe,
a dragging sack of hammers, and
some inadequately softened ginger bread houses. The conglomerate mixture reacts violently and
without remorse, thus breaking
down the fifth and a quarter dimension allowing all hell to break
loose.
Up until this point in time, PSYCH
claims, the laws of physics have
reigned supreme but the breaking down of the fifth-and-aquarter dimension will mean that
the laws of physics will have to

compete with the laws of magic,
Murphy’s laws made legitimate,
and the laws of some guy named
Smokin’ Filimzer.
PSYCH assures us that, fortunately, the world will not end with this
period of chaos but rather end
up unified under the rule of the
Cloud Counsel of Coriander presided over by the Monkey King.
Once the fifth-and-a-quarter
dimension breaks down, creatures of myth and legend begin
appearing all over the world closets everywhere open into
Narnia, the English Channel tunnel
now opens into Kalimdor, the Niagara Falls falls right into Mordor,
and the seas all invert for sailors
at twilight’s green flash. The pandemonium ends up being more
than governments can handle, so
when the Empire makes a coordinated strike total anarchy takes
the stage. From there, Harry Potter with his international team of
aurors, the Justice League, the
League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, and Care Bears fight off the
Emperor, Vader, and the rest of
the Empire in a battle that reduces Earth’s population to merely
278M people, the rest having
been either transported to the
land of everlasting cheese or to
planet Namek.
After that 43-year long war, small
...see Crystal Ballz on back
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warlords and factions will gain
and lose power all over the
globe until around the year 2064
when the Monkey King will find a
hidden trove of rare candies on
Summoner’s Rift. Upon consuming the lot he becomes powerful enough to break free of the
League of Legends and gain
enough support to establish the
rule of the Cloud Counsel.

The Dig-Dug Maze
by Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Since PSYCH has gone public
with its predictions, twelve students belonging to the organization have been committed to
the local mental institutions and/
or government agencies anonymous. The names of those individuals have not been disclosed
to the public. Whether or not this
lends credibility to the group we
may not know for another couple of years.

And then we will have Wu Kong, the
Monkey King. Or maybe Punkey King.
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temperature changes. It seems
that when it is heated above 32 F
or 0 C it magically transforms into
harmless water.
A man wearing a purple vest has
been claiming that white powder falling from the sky is clearly
a message from God that end
times are nigh. The students originating from warmer climate areas
appear to be the most affected
by the sudden onslaught of the
cold powder. Some are refusing to leave their dormitories and
missing classes in fear of cold.
It has been shown experimentally, however, that the best way
to combat the stuff at this time
is to dress in thick coat, wear a
hat and a pair of warm gloves or
mittens.

Hopefully the rest of the mysteries of the falling white powder will be
revealed soon as scientists continue to work on uncovering the facts.
Until then keep warm, drive carefully, and try to avoid balling it up and
throwing at people.

